
Level 1: Foundations of Trade Navigator 
 
21 total videos with over 8 hours of video training.  PDFs provided for all Trade Navigator 
sessions.  
In the foundations of Trade Navigator sessions, you begin mastering creation of your trading 
zone with chart and quote board setups.  You will not only have knowledge of all the data in 
Trade Navigator, but you will come to a complete understanding of the TradeSense paradigm.  
To continue your understanding we begin doing research with both the Highlight Bar Reporter 
and back testing.    
  
After building confidence in your trading with Streaming and Instant Replay, you will use 
precision drawing tools on your templates and pages.  You will not only stay competitive with 
alerts and the Trade Journal, but become efficient at trading from the Chart and Ladder. Join 
Glen, Pete, Rob and Melissa as they find the best opportunities in trading.   
  
  
Level 2:  Tip, Tricks, Research and Trade Management 
 
17 total videos with over 6 1/2 hours of video training.  PDFs provided for all Trade Navigator 
sessions.  
In the 2nd level sessions, you will identify strengths and weaknesses in the market while building 
upon your TradeSense knowledge. You will learn shortcut tips to make your trading easier such 
as Cell phone alerts and managing your positions even before you are in the market.  We 
continue research with intermediate level back testing and money management.  You will get 
important information and build with all three Auto-Trading paradigms in Trade Navigator so 
you can decide which is best for your trading style and life style.  As a bonus, Guest Speaker 
Glen Larson shares on his over 35 years of industry experience in creating a trading business 
plan.   
 
  
Level 3:  Advanced Research and Auto-Trading.  Special Bonus videos included to get you 
thinking outside the box. 
 
17 total videos with over 4 hours of video training.  PDFs provided for all Trade Navigator 
sessions.  
In the Advanced Research and Auto-Trade sessions you will become a master at Trading, 
Research and TradeSense paradigms within Trade Navigator.  We attack popular strategies in 
the market which happen to require advanced knowledge of TradeSense such as legging in / 
out, trend line back testing or using volume and dynamic pullbacks.  Once we create our 
research, we break down results to fully understand strategy validation and then build some 
TradeSense Order Groups to continue our knowledge on Auto-Trading the market. 
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